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Recent experiments using Terawatt lasers to accelerate protons deposited on thin wire targets are
modeled with a new type of gridless plasma simulation code. In contrast to conventional
mesh-based methods, this technique offers a unique capability in emulating the complex geometry
and open-ended boundary conditions characteristic of contemporary experimental conditions.
Comparisons of ion acceleration are made between the tree code and standard particle-in-cell
simulations for a typical collisionless ‘‘hole boring’’ scenario in slab geometry. The utility of the
gridless approach is emphasized by a series of simulations in ‘‘wire’’ geometry, in which electrons
are permitted to circulate around the target at arbitrary distances from the focal region. The
simulations reveal a number of features in common with recent experimental observations,
including a disclike emission pattern of the MeV protons accelerated away from the wire. © 2004
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1767096#
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the first experiments measuring ion emission from
multi-Terawatt laser–solid interactions,1,2 laser-induced ac-
celeration of MeV protons ~fast ions! has become one of the
most contentious issues in the field. Such protons originate
from water vapor or other impurities adsorbed onto the target
surface prior to laser irradiation, and by virtue of their lower
mass, are preferentially accelerated over heavier constituent
plasma ions when the laser creates a charge separation either
inside or outside the target. The ability to create multi-MeV
protons in a relatively cheap and compact manner has gen-
erated widespread interest because of its potential in a num-
ber of emerging fields, such as hadron therapy,3 novel neu-
tron sources,4 and advanced fusion concepts.5 Experimental
campaigns begun by the Livermore and Imperial College
groups some four years ago resulted in two apparently irrec-
oncilable pictures of proton acceleration.6–8
The first interpretation, originally put forward by the
Livermore team,6,9 supposes that protons will be primarily
accelerated from the rear surface of thin ~1–100 mm! foil
targets by the space charge setup by the laser-generated hot
electron cloud. This intuitive scenario, dubbed ‘‘target nor-
mal sheath acceleration,’’ or TNSA, has since been strongly
supported by two- and three-dimensional particle-in-cell
~PIC! simulations performed by various authors over the last
three years.9–11 These simulations, based on a self-consistent
solution of the Lorentz–Maxwell equations for the electro-
magnetic fields and plasma electrons and ions, all show an
efficient initial transfer of laser energy to MeV electrons,
which proceed virtually unhindered through the target and
beyond. A large charge separation is thus rapidly created on
the rear side, which then tugs ions away from this surface.
An alternative school of thought argues that most of en-
ergetic protons in high intensity interactions must come from
the front side of the target, a viewpoint supported by experi-
ments performed by the Imperial College London group at
the Rutherford–Appleton Laboratory12–14 and by the Michi-
gan group.15 The details of the mechanism for the ‘‘front-
side’’ scenario are still unclear, however, ponderomotively
driven charge separation and the associated ion shock forma-
tion appears—according to PIC simulations—to be insuffi-
cient by itself to account for the high number, energies, and
angular distribution of protons observed. Only at intensities
in excess of 1020 W cm22 and target thicknesses below
around 10 mm is the front-side mechanism predicted to de-
liver higher ion energies than the rear-side blowoff.16
It is generally acknowledged that both mechanisms
probably play a role, the real bone of contention is which one
dominates for a particular laser–target configuration. In or-
der to probe the physics of proton acceleration further, recent
campaigns by the London and Darmstadt groups have been
carried out using different target geometries.17,18 In particu-
lar, a series of experiments with the VULCAN laser using
wire targets has added fuel to this debate, as well as throwing
up new questions concerning the role of ‘‘spectator’’ targetsa!Electronic mail: p.gibbon@fz-juelich.de
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which appear to radically alter the field distribution in the
vicinity of the laser-irradiated region.19
The purpose of this paper is to report on simulations of
ion acceleration from wire targets using the parallel tree code
PEPC ~Pretty Efficient Parallel Coulomb-solver!. Like the
particle-in-cell method, this technique also follows the mo-
tion of charged particles in self-consistent electric ~and in
principle magnetic! fields. In contrast to PIC, however, the
tree code computes interparticle potentials and forces directly
rather than by employing a grid to mediate the fields via
charge and current densities. As will become apparent
shortly, this mesh free, Lagrangian approach lends itself
rather well to the kind of open-ended, complex geometry
typical of contemporary high intensity laser–matter interac-
tions. After an introductory description of the tree-code-
based model in Secs. II–IV, simulations of proton accelera-
tion from laser-irradiated wire targets are presented for
parameters close to conditions in the recent Imperial College
of London ~ICL! Rutherford–Appleton Laboratory ~RAL!
experiments.
II. FINITE-SIZE PARTICLE KINETICS WITH A
PARALLEL TREE CODE
The hierarchical tree method upon which PEPC is based
actually has more in common with molecular dynamics than
with particle-in-cell simulation. Briefly, this technique makes
systematic use of multipole expansions to reduce the compu-
tational effort expended in the force summation to a time
O(N log N), which for large systems of charges (N.104)
leads to substantial speed ups over the conventional O(N2)
algorithm, independently of machine architecture. The tech-
nical details of the parallel algorithm used have been docu-
mented elsewhere,20 and we will concentrate on the main
components of the physical model in what follows. An ear-
lier plasma tree code ~in many respects a sequential forerun-
ner to PEPC! has previously been used to perform micro-
scopic molecular dynamics ~MD! simulations of dense,
strongly coupled plasmas.21
In the laser–plasma context of interest here, we use the
tree algorithm to model ‘‘macroscopic’’ plasma behavior in
the same spirit as PIC or fluid simulation. This model is
based on the ‘‘finite-size-particle’’ ~FSP! approach, in which
point particles are replaced by spherical clouds, and are al-
lowed to interpenetrate or cross each other. A detailed theo-
retical basis for this approach was actually laid down over 30
years ago by Langdon, Okuda, and Birdsall.22,23 An impor-
tant outcome of their work was to show that the collisionality
of FSP plasmas is reduced by orders of magnitude compared
to a plasma comprising point particles, so that the plasma
parameter nlD
3 is in some sense replaced by n«3, where
n ,lD are the number density and Debye length, respectively,
and « is a measure of the particle size, or cloud radius. This
property is implicitly and deliberately exploited in PIC
codes, where the smoothing arises automatically by the im-
position of a spatial grid, with the result that the above pa-
rameters are typically restricted to values, «.Dx.lD .
Henceforth, we will use the term FSP to mean gridless par-
ticle simulation.
The pure FSP method has two immediate advantages
over PIC in kinetic plasma simulation.
~i! Collisions are included in a more controllable manner
through the choice of «/a , where a5n21/3 is the average
interparticle spacing, and do not need to be patched back into
the code in an ad hoc ~and usually expensive! fashion.24
~ii! There are no geometrical restrictions on the simula-
tion region; fast ~laser-accelerated! particles do not have to
be artifically absorbed or recycled, and may fly as far as they
wish away from the interaction region. This does not pre-
clude the imposition of periodic or reflective boundary con-
ditions for special geometries; a fully periodic system for
strongly coupled plasmas was developed, for example, in
Ref. 25.
The drawback of the model is that it is, for the time-
being, purely electrostatic; induced magnetic fields are ne-
glected and no electromagnetic wave propagation is sup-
ported. At first sight, this may seem too simplistic to describe
the kind of highly relativistic, nonlinear phenomena which
prevail in high-energy-density laser–matter interactions. As
we shall see, however, this ansatz does in fact allow us to
capture the salient features of ion acceleration, including im-
portant collisional physics which has evidently been missing
from the vast majority of PIC simulations of laser–solid in-
teractions to date.
We now proceed with a ‘‘formal’’ description of the elec-
trostatic FSP model as currently implemented in PEPC. The
choice of units is somewhat subtle for macroscopic mesh-
free plasma simulation, and contrasts with the microscopic
‘‘Debye’’ system used, for example in Ref. 21. The base
normalizations for time, space, velocity, charge, and mass,
respectively, are as follows:
t5vp
21 t˜ ,
v5c v˜ ,
r5cvp
21r˜, ~1!
q5Npeq˜ ,
m5Npmem˜ .
The constant Np represents the number of physical
charges contained within a simulation ~macro-! particle, to
be determined through the equation of motion, which for a
given particle i with charge qi and mass mi is given ~in cgs
units! by
mi
dui
dt 5qiEj5qi(iÞ j
q jri j
r i j
3 , ~2!
where ri j5ri2rj is the separation between particles i and j ,
and ui5gvi is its proper velocity; g5(11uuu2/c2)1/2 the
relativistic factor. In a tree code, the O(N) sum over all other
particles is replaced by a sum over multipole expansions ~ex-
panded here up to quadrupole! of groups of particles, whose
size increases with distance from particle i . The number of
terms in this sum is O(ln N), which even after the additional
overhead in computing the multipoles results in a substantial
saving in effort for large N ~Ref. 26!.
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Rewriting Eq. ~2! in terms of the normalized variables
~1!, we find
m˜i
du˜i
dt 5
Npe2vp
mec
3 q˜ i(
iÞ j
q˜ jr˜i j
r˜ i j
3 ,
which after adding an external field Ep and making use of
the plasma frequency definition, vp
254pe2ne /me for elec-
tron density ne , reduces to
m˜i
du˜i
dt 5
1
3 q˜ i(iÞ j
q˜ jr˜i j
r˜ i j
3 1 q˜ iEp~ri!, ~3!
provided we take
Np5
4p
3 neS cvpD
3
. ~4!
Physically, the constant Np is just the number of electrons in
a sphere with radius c/vp . Since it has been normalized out,
we do not actually need to know Np in order to carry out a
simulation, although it does provide a convenient conversion
factor.
As in classical MD simulation, we cannot use the pure
Coulomb law for point charges because of the finite time
step, which will cause some particles to experience large,
stochastic jumps in their acceleration, eventually destroying
the energy conservation. We therefore modify the force law
in Eq. ~2! to include a softening parameter «, so that the
electric field looks like
E~r!5
qr
~r21«2!3/2
. ~5!
The effect of the softening parameter is to introduce a cutoff
into the potential, and to ensure that E(r)→0 as r→0, which
greatly assists numerical stability in the time-integration ~or
particle-pusher! scheme. Physically, we no longer have point
charges, but rather charge clouds with a smooth charge den-
sity. It is instructive to compute the latter by applying Gauss’
law to Eq. ~5!, giving
r~r !5
3q«2
4p~r21«2!5/2 . ~6!
Using the same normalizations as before, and taking r
5en0r˜ , where n0 is some number density to be determined,
we find
n0r˜~r
˜ !5ne
q˜ «˜2
~ r˜21 «˜2!5/2
. ~7!
To simplify this expression, we choose n05ne , or n˜e51.
Charge assignment is then straightforward: the total charge
contained within a cuboid volume V5xL3yL3zL ~in nor-
malized units! is
Q5(
i
qi5 r˜0V5NeQs ,
where Ne is the total number of simulation electrons and Qs
is the macrocharge carried by them. Since the initial density
r˜052 n˜e521, we simply have
Qs52
V
Ne
. ~8!
III. TARGET PREPARATION
Assigning charges Qs and 2QsZ to the electrons and
ions, respectively, and masses M s
e5uQsu, M si 5AuQsu, where
Z and A are the atomic number and mass, sets up a macro-
scopic plasma system whose internal dynamics is governed
solely by Eq. ~3!. Before we can proceed, however, we must
pay some attention to its initial spatial and thermal configu-
ration. Whereas a PIC code can be fairly easily initialized
through a ‘‘quiet start’’—an orderly placement of particles in
phase space—the FSP model suffers the same kind of pitfalls
encountered in classical MD simulation, such as: ~i! strong
initial heating resulting from the system being out of equi-
librium at t50, and/or ~ii! persistent drift currents and oscil-
lations due to localized random concentrations of ion charge.
In the present work, these problems are resolved by a
two-step ‘‘target preparation’’ phase. First, ions are forced
into a quasicrystalline structure bounded by the target geom-
etry ~which could be, for example: cuboid, wedge-shaped, or
cylindrical!. This is efficiently achieved by allowing the ions
to interact via an artificial Lennard-Jones-type potential ~the
Coulomb interaction having been switched off!, thus collec-
tively seeking out a spatial configuration such that the mean
distance to each nearest neighbor is maximized. The wire
targets of the present investigation are constructed from cyl-
inders of length H and radius R , as depicted in Fig. 1. The
laser is focused either at the midpoint along the z axis or
with some offset z0 .
Next, electrons are placed close to the ions ~assuming
Z51) with a velocity randomly selected from a Maxwellian
distribution with temperature Te . The whole system is then
allowed to relax with the Coulomb force-law reinstated and
with the additional thermodynamic constraint that Te
5const. ~Ref. 21!. This allows the system to seek out its own
minimum potential energy while maintaining the temperature
desired for the actual simulation.
FIG. 1. Geometry for laser–wire simulations.
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The end result, arrived at after a few plasma periods, is a
configuration with well-defined boundaries, quasiuniform
initial density, and minimum potential energy. The same po-
tential energy UP can also be reached by forcing total energy
conservation (UP1UK), but only at the expense of increas-
ing the electron temperature to some unpredictable value
@Te5100 eV, as demonstrated in Fig. 2~a!.
It is important to note that unlike in conventional explicit
PIC codes, the FSP model does not suffer from numerical
heating associated with the grid instability ~after all, there is
no spatial grid here!. The initial heating seen in Fig. 2~a! is
physical, not numerical; the total energy ~central line! is
conserved—relative to the kinetic or potential energy
values—to better than 1%, which is determined as much by
the leap-frog integrator used as by the accuracy of the force
summation.
The temperature-clamped system (vpt50→20) in Fig.
2~b! remains in thermal equilibrium when allowed to evolve
in the absence of external fields. Note that in this case the
potential energy ends up over eight times larger than the
kinetic energy (vpt520→40), a situation normally associ-
ated with strongly coupled plasmas. For a charge-cloud
plasma, however, the relevant parameter is Nc
54p/3 («/a)3, rather than ND54p/3 (lD /a)3, where a is
the interparticle spacing. Although we still have to take some
care over the choice of these parameters, the FSP model
provides an effective means of modeling plasmas with finite,
variable collisionality.
IV. LASER MODEL
Because wave propagation within the plasma is not yet
supported by this model, the laser is incorporated by a pon-
deromotive source term, phase matched to the instantaneous
critical density surface at the plasma edge. The appropriate
amplitude and phase of the standing wave set up at the in-
terface x5xc is determined by the solution of the Helmholtz
equation for a normally incident, s-polarized plane wave on
a step profile. Assuming zero absorption, this solution yields
the following electric field:
Ez52EL cos vtH sin~kx81f!, x8,0,
sin f exp~2x8/ls!, x8>0,
~9!
where tan f52kls , x85x2xc , and ls5c/vp is the colli-
sionless skin depth. This field is assumed to maintain the
above time dependence ;cos vt, which, after dropping the
prime from the variable x ~henceforth taken relative to the
vacuum-plasma boundary! leads to the following expression
for the x component of the v3B force on the electrons:
f xp5vzBy
52Ez
]Ez
]x
52EL
2 sin2 vtH k sin@2~kx81f!# , x8,0,2 2ls sin2 f exp~22x8/ls!, x8>0.
~10!
Note that unlike Ez , the ponderomotive force changes
sign with x but not t; here it comprises an oscillating com-
ponent at 2v plus a dc component ~the actual ponderomotive
part!, both of which always point in either the positive or
negative x direction, as depicted in Fig. 3.
To make this laser model viable for three-dimensional,
relativistic interactions, it needs two further modifications: a
radial dependence to allow for a finite focal spot and a cor-
rection for large quiver amplitudes, a05eEL /mvc.1. The
expression used in the code therefore takes on the following
form:
fp52„g ,
where
g5~11C!1/2,
FIG. 2. ~Color online!. Relaxation of a cubic plasma consisting of 10 000
electrons and ions with ~a! the total energy UK1UP conserved, and ~b! with
UK held constant (Te5100 eV) via a heat-bath correction to the equation of
motion up to vpt520, and thereafter with the total energy conserved.
FIG. 3. ~Color online!. Ponderomotive laser model. A standing wave solu-
tion for the laser ~amplitude a052.7) is applied at the plasma–vacuum
interface, giving rise to the intensity pattern Ez
2 ~dotted curve! and a pon-
deromotive force ~dashed curve!. The equivalent fields computed from an
electromagnetic PIC simulation are shown by the corresponding solid
curves.
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C54a0
2X2~x !R~r !T~ t !, ~11!
X~x !5H sin x , x,0,
sin f exp~2x/lr!, x>0,
R~r !5H cos2S pr4s D , r<2s ,
0, r.2s ,
T~ t !5sin2S vvp t D . ~12!
The above expressions are written in terms of normalized
variables, but for readability we have retained an explicit
frequency ratio (v/vp), so that the phase factors become:
f52tan21@(v/vp) lr#, x5 (v/vp) x1f . The skin depth has
been modified to account for enhanced penetration of the
evanescent wave at relativistic pump strengths,27 so that lr
5gs
1/2ls , where gs5(114a02nc /nu)1/2 corresponds to the
field amplitude at the interface x5xc , and nu is an averaged
upper shelf density ~initially equal to n0). Strictly speaking,
this will render the equation for Ez invalid because it is also
implied in gs ; a more consistent option would be to use the
formal solution for arbitrary a0 and n0 /nc@1 given by
Sudan.28 Nevertheless, this first-order correction turns out to
be quite good for the intensities considered here (a0<5).
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which shows a comparison
between the fields computed from the ponderomotive model
@Eqs. ~9! and ~10!# and a fully electromagnetic, one-
dimensional PIC code.29
The radial coordinate r5(y21z2)1/2 is taken relative to
the center of the focal spot, which is given a sin2—rather
than a Gaussian—form in order to create a sharp radial cutoff
at 2s ~s is the half-width, half maximum!. This is found to
give a more physically reasonable modeling of profile defor-
mation, avoiding penetration of the low-intensity wings in
the overdense plasma, which would tend to occur for a
Gaussian focal spot.
The normalized longitudinal and radial field components
are finally given by
Ex
p5
]g
]x
5
a0
2
g
R~r !T~ t !
3H vvp sin 2x , x,0,
2
2 sin2 f
lr
exp~22x/lr!, x>0,
Ey
p5
]g
]y 5
a0
2
g
T~ t !X2~x !H 2 py4sr sin2 u , r,2s ,
0, r>2s ,
where u5pr/4s .
V. HOLE-BORING TEST: PIC VERSUS TREE
This obviously simplistic model cannot hope to match
the rich array of physical phenomena accessible through a
full solution of Maxwell’s equations. Nonetheless, when
combined with a rudimentary density-tracking routine to
monitor the position of the critical surface xc and the mean
density nu just behind it, it does serve rather well in repro-
ducing some of the main features of hot electron generation
and ponderomotive ion dynamics.
We illustrate this with a test problem in slab geometry,
namely, collisionless shock formation through pressure
imbalance—a hole-boring simulation. Balancing continuity
and momentum at the critical surface ~laser reflection point!
gives the well-known formula for the recession velocity30,31
uh
c
5S Zme
mi
nc
ne
22h
4 a0
2 cos u D 1/2, ~13!
where a0 is the normalized laser amplitude or quiver veloc-
ity, h is the absorption fraction of laser energy coupled to the
plasma, and u is the angle of incidence.
A simulation to verify this behavior was set up using a
plasma block with dimensions 603170360 (c/vp)3 and
initial electron and ion temperatures of Te55 keV and Ti
50, respectively. The other simulation parameters were: a0
52.8, mi /Zme51836, h5u50, and ne /nc510. A total of
6.43106 particles were used with effective size «52.5 and
average ~ion! spacing a50.5, giving a smear factor Nc
54p/3(«/a)3.600 to ensure reasonably collisionless elec-
tron dynamics.
The shock and rear-side ion blowoff—features typical of
this interaction scenario—can be readily identified in Fig.
4~a!, which shows an ion density xy slice averaged over the
spot diameter in the z direction after about 100 fs. For com-
FIG. 4. ~Color online!. Ion density slice in the laser incidence plane at
700/vp computed with ~a! the tree code PEPC and ~b! two-dimensional PIC
simulation using OSIRIS. In ~a! the density is averaged over the spot diameter
in the z direction.
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parison, a fully electromagnetic two-dimensional PIC simu-
lation using the OSIRIS code32 is shown in Fig. 4~b!. In addi-
tion to the filamentary structures in the underdense region
arising from propagation instabilities ~which cannot be
handled by the electrostatic model of Sec. II!, the PIC simu-
lation also exhibits faster ion blowoff than the tree code in
this example. This is partly thanks to the better statistics
~more simulation particles per unit area and therefore higher
dynamic range in the ion density!; but also an artifact of the
periodic boundaries in the y direction combined with the
large laser spot size, which allows fast electrons to recircu-
late across the simulation box. By contrast, the tree code
employs open boundaries in all directions resulting here in
less space charge in the vacuum regions.
Despite these differences in detail, the shock dynamics is
very similar; Fig. 5 shows the position of the critical surface
along the laser axis computed both from the tree code and
from the PIC simulation. We see that both codes show good
agreement with the theoretical value given by Eq. ~13! of
uh /c50.015, giving us some confidence in the ponderomo-
tive laser model described in Sec. IV.
VI. WIRE SIMULATIONS
The laser–wire simulations were set up with a quasineu-
tral plasma with ni5ne5(4,10)nc(v/vp50.5,0.316) and
initial electron and ion temperatures Te50.2– 1 keV and Ti
50, respectively, configured in a cylinder with radius R.1
24 mm and height H.10216 mm, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Up to 3.23106 simulation particles were used, with a mass
ratio mi /me51836 and ion charge state Z51. The laser
wavelength is assumed to be 1 mm, the spot size is 0.5–1 mm
full width at half maximum ~FWHM!, or 12– 24 c/vp gen-
erally chosen so that the focal spot just fits within the wire
diameter (25 c/vp). The pulse is turned on over five laser
cycles and then kept at constant intensity for around 300 fs,
or until the wire is burned through, at which point the stand-
ing wave ansatz described in Sec. IV is no longer reasonable.
These parameters are still some way short of the experimen-
tal conditions, in which wires with diameters of 20 mm were
irradiated by a 1 ps laser focused to 20 mm. The total laser
energy converted into hot electrons is therefore 100–1000
times less in the simulations than in the experiment, so that
we concentrate on identifying trends in the interaction be-
havior rather than attempting a rigorous quantitative com-
parison.
Scaling up the simulations is nontrivial because the sta-
tistics deteriorate rapidly; doubling the wire radius alone re-
sults in a quadrupling of the plasma volume V5pR2H , and
therefore requires four times the number of particles to main-
tain the same particle macro charge Qs ~keeping ne /nc con-
stant! and interparticle spacing ~which is roughly 1 c/vp
here!. These parameters determine the maximum timestep
permitted for numerical stability and hence the total simula-
tion time required. The relatively low density and single ion
species ~protons! were also chosen for computational
economy. A ‘‘minimal’’ simulation with Ne1Ni51.443106
particles took 50 h on 16 CPUs of the Ju¨lich IBM p6901
Regatta. The largest simulation considered in the present
work was actually the hole-boring test considered earlier: a
3m38m33m slab with 6.43106 particles took over 100 h
on 64 CPUs. For convenience we include a summary of the
simulations referred to in Table I.
We begin our study by examining some general aspects
of the laser–wire interaction for run C; the 2 mm
(50 c/vp)-radius wire in the table. The large-scale electron
and ion dynamics can be traced in Fig. 6, which shows a
sequence of ion density slices in the x-z and x-y planes
while the laser is incident. A number of features in ~a! and
~b! are immediately apparent: the strong bow-shock structure
resulting from the ponderomotive push of the laser; the char-
acteristic low-density ion blow-off back towards the laser;
the electron return current along the wire axis from the tips
towards the center (x-z) and from the wire surface back
towards the focal spot (x-y); and ion layers starting to peel
FIG. 5. ~Color online!. Hole-boring test: position of critical surface as a
function of time in PEPC simulation ~solid curve! and 2D PIC simulation
performed with OSIRIS ~circles! for a slab target irradiated at Il2
51019 W cm22 mm2.
TABLE I. Summary of simulation parameters: Te is the initial electron temperature; Nc the particle ‘‘smear factor’’ controlling the collisionality; I19 the laser
irradiance Il2 expressed in 1019 W cm22 mm2. UL is the incident laser energy; Uea and Uia are the total energies absorbed by electrons and ions, respectively,
at the end of the run; Uimax is the maximum ion energy; Uiave the median ion energy ~peak in spectrum!.
RUN
#
Dimensions
R3H(c/vp) ne /nc
Te
~keV!
N
/106 Nc
Dt
(vp21) I19
tL
(vp21)
sL
(c/vp)
UL
~mJ!
Ua
e
~mJ!
Ua
i
~mJ!
Th
~MeV!
Ui
max
~MeV!
Ui
ave
~MeV!
A 123120 4 0.2 1.44 2 0.4 0.5 900 6 19 2.1 6.6 0.29 2.3 0.8
B 123120 4 0.2 1.44 2 0.4 2.5 700 6 80 13 31 1.0 9 2.5
C 253200 4 1 3.2 13 0.2 2.5 780 12 314 24 17 0.8 8 1.5
D 503200 4 1 3.2 125 0.2 2.5 1450 12 600 400 120 0.7 6 1
E 253200 10 0.2 1.44 2 0.4 2.5 900 6 21 1.5 4.8 0.33 2.5 1
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off the rear side due to hot electrons ~not shown! circulating
behind and around the wire. This last effect is the familiar
rear-surface acceleration mechanism, but in cylindrical ge-
ometry, ultimately leading to a disclike fast ion emission.
From Fig. 6 one might expect that rear-surface protons
will dominate the emission spectrum here, yet this is only
part of the picture. Inspection of the ion phase space (px-x)
for Run C in Fig. 7~a! indicates that front-side ions are also
accelerated significantly via the ponderomotively driven
shock, some of which have already emerged from the rear
surface ~at x550) as a beamlet in the forward direction. The
onset of a double-disk structure is apparent in the pz-x plot
of Fig. 7~b!: the rear-side ions (x.100) are beginning to
fork at an angle of 5° – 10° to the laser axis. At this point
these ions have energies of .6 MeV, and are still being
accelerated. Also evident from Fig. 7~b! are the significant
blow-off components at pz.60.05 mic from the wire tips,
reflecting the fact that the hot electrons have formed a large
plume around the wire. Indeed, the electron phase space
shows that this plume extends more-or-less symmetrically
with a radius of ;1200 c/vp , or 50 times the initial wire
radius. This corresponds to an effective simulation volume of
almost 107 mm3—a feat which would be difficult to match
with a grid-based particle code.
The far-field structure of the ion emission in a more
appropriate form for comparison with experimental measure-
ments is shown in Fig. 8. Because the emission pattern in the
y-z plane is not yet fully developed in Run C ~this would
require another 500 fs or so!, we resort to a predictive diag-
nostic; namely, the angular momentum spread in the forward
and backward directions. In other words, we compute the ion
distribution f (a ,b), where a5tan21(py /px) and b
5tan21(pz /px). This is not quite the same thing as placing a
virtual detector plate behind the wire, because the ions may
still be undergoing acceleration—particularly in the y- and
z-directions due to mutual repulsion—however, it does offer
an early indication of the emission pattern. In Fig. 8~a! only
the rear-side ions with energies .1 MeV are shown; the
front-side ions, which initially form a radially symmetric
beamlet with ;10° spread, have been filtered out here. In ~b!
the ion blow-off back towards the laser is shown, which, as
we see, also exhibits a stripelike emission pattern. These fea-
tures are consistent with experimental data from the laser–
FIG. 6. Time-sequence of ion density isovolume ni /nc>0.1 and electron
return current j e ~arrows! for a 1/4 wire section sliced along the laser and
wire axes, respectively—run C . Times shown are ~a! 240/vp , ~b! 800/vp ,
towards the end of the laser pulse. The laser is incident from the left.
FIG. 7. ~Color online!. Ion phase space at the end of run C in the laser
direction (x axis!: ~a! longitudinal and ~b! vertical (pz—along wire axis!
momentum components. The wire is initially located between x50 and
x550.
FIG. 8. ~Color online!. Angular MeV ion emission of ~a! rear-side ions (x
.90 c/vp) in the forward direction and ~b! blowoff back towards the laser
at the end of run C .
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wire experiments performed at RAL,19,33 where emission
was also observed over a large range of angles.
To get a feel for how these results scale with laser and
target parameters, and to make a connection with the PIC
simulations in Refs. 9–11, we have included a summary of
the energy balance statistics in Table I.
Although this sample of the available parameter space is
too small to draw definitive conclusions, some general trends
are already apparent. First, the maximum ion energy Ui
max is
clearly correlated to the laser intensity ~or Il2) rather than
the total power. The lower value for the 4 mm wire reflects
the fact that most of the absorbed energy is either still carried
by hot electrons or has gone into heating a larger bulk of
wire material at this time. This is in contrast to the 1 mm
wires, for which even after 700 vp
21 ~200 fs!, around 33 as
much energy has been transferred to the ions than is carried
by hot electrons.
The reason for this enhanced transfer efficiency is not
clear at present. Normally, one would expect a smaller-radius
wire to favor acceleration from the rear surface because the
hot electrons have less material to pass through. However,
runs A , B , and E have a far higher collisionality than C and
D , implying a lower mean-free-path for the cold electrons.
This in turn leads to inhibition of hot electron transport34 and
correspondingly more pronounced front-side ion accelera-
tion. This can be clearly observed in the ion phase space of
run B in Fig. 9, which shows the front-side ions emerging
from the rear side with more than twice the energy than the
rear-side ions.
A detailed analysis of the physics behind this effect will
be presented elsewhere; for the time being, we compare the
ion dynamics in the 1 mm radius wire with that observed in
Fig. 6 for the 2 mm wire of run C . As before, we show a
sequence of ion density isovolumes, but this time consisting
FIG. 9. ~Color online!. Ion phase space for the 1 mm wire in run B (Il2
52.531019 W cm22 mm2) at times ~a! t5600 and ~b! t51080 showing
enhanced front-side ion acceleration. The wire is initially located between
x50 and x525.
FIG. 10. ~Color online!. Time se-
quence of ion density isovolume
ni /nc>0.25 and electron temperature
Te slice in plane of laser incidence for
a 1/2 wire section sliced along the
wire z axis—run B . Times shown are
~a! 200/vp , ~b! 400/vp , ~c! 600/vp ,
and ~d! 800/vp .
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of a 1/2 wire vertical slice—Fig. 10. Superimposed on these
plots are slices of the instantaneous electron temperature,
showing that while the laser is incident, the hottest electrons
are actually confined to the shock region (a ,b). At the same
time, there is also a strong circulation of hot electrons around
the wire.
The most striking feature of this simulation is that the
entire mid section of the wire is pushed out by the laser; the
beamlet visible in Fig. 10~d! has detached itself completely
from the wire and continues to propagate away, spreading as
it does so. This is reminiscent of three-dimensional PIC
simulations of double-layer targets in which a proton beam
was created from the low-Z coating on the rear side.35 By
contrast, the main thrust in this case comes unmistakably
from the front side of the target, even though the beamlet
comprises ions which originate from across the whole wire.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The simulations presented here demonstrate that high-
intensity laser–wire interactions can be effectively modeled
with a three-dimensional electrostatic tree code, despite sim-
plifications to the absorption physics and the neglect of self-
generated magnetic fields. The disclike ion emission pattern
appears to originate initially from the cylindrically symmet-
ric charge separation caused by hot electrons circulating
around the wire. The vertical ‘‘fine structure’’ seen in Fig. 8
and in the recent experiments on VULCAN33 appears to be
caused by the large number of hot electrons arcing back onto
the wire ~which gets positively charged during laser irradia-
tion!, thus setting up a return current along the wire (z) axis
from the tips to the focus. Ions exiting the wire surface are
therefore pulled at a slight angle to the target normal, in the
6z direction for ions above and below the laser focal plane,
respectively.
Return current effects also appear to play a role in the
development of disklike emission in the small-radius wire
simulations. In run B , for example, radial components de-
velop in the aftermath of the burn-through phase, albeit at
somewhat lower energies ~0.5–1.5 MeV! in this case.
Whether this effect persists as the wire radius and laser en-
ergy is scaled up will be addressed by future work.
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